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Slow walks can be first steps to easing
mental illness

About five years ago, my then 17-year-old son and I woke up in a tiled room with a steel-barred
window and heavy door in an acute psychiatric facility at a public hospital in western Sydney.

He'd been compulsorily admitted after his second suicide attempt the night before and was very
heavily sedated. He was suffering from mental illness. I was there out of some desperate
protective drive.

On Sunday, now 22-year-old Tim will start on a 6000-kilometre walk from mainland Australia's
southernmost point at Wilsons Promontory in Victoria to its northernmost point at Cape York
in Queensland. Family members and friends will join him as he sets out on his "Everyday Steps
– From the Bottom to the Top" trek.

Tim is an extremely healthy and open-hearted person who lives his life exactly to his own plan.
He sets and achieves inspiring goals, including a recent 3500-kilometre walk in the United
States. I hope you meet him somewhere along the road because he is awesome company and
"walking" proof there is hope for those suffering from mental illness.
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Tim Shmigel preparing for his walk to highlight how to overcome mental illness.
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His "little bushwalk" shows that the causes of
suicidal and self-harming behaviours among
teens cannot only be overcome, but can
actually be a blessing for survivors and their
families.

I say that with great fear of hurting families
where children or other loved ones have
committed suicide and I wish them no more
hurt. They have all the pain that families can
– and sometimes cannot –handle.

But what our family lived through is what our
family lived through and I share it as part of
making it OK to openly talk about suicide, just
as it's nowadays OK and helpful to talk about
depression.

The truth is that Tim's three attempts to take
his own life ultimately made us a better family
and better people. Moved from our fixed ways,
it made us more deeply listen and love. It
made us commit to our respective higher
purposes over our daily distractions.

What Tim was experiencing at the time -
including countless medicos, medications,
emergency rooms, wards and no simple
explanations - made me ask deep personal
questions about my own way of being. The
answers were not good.

I had checked out from my family and any
faith, and into a toxic tango of professional
ambition and personal self-deception. So, I
exchanged the familiar corridors of political
power for the confronting corridors of rehab
to learn my emotions were for having rather
than hiding.

While I gained some personal insight, healing
and hope did not happen at once and certainly
not through any specific wisdom. Rather, it
was the result of failure over several years.

Every time we looked to "fix" Tim or point to
some specific reason for his situation – the
high-pressure school, the competitive sport,
my divorce with his mum, my job, or whatever
else – we failed him. When we tried to set
deadlines, programs and next steps, and
sought to force an outcome, we failed. When
we reverted to not dealing with our own crap,

Origami made by Tim Shmigel.
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or treating him like a child, we failed. When
we acted without being present, we failed.

Perhaps because Tim's own extraordinary inner strength and immense integrity always came
through despite what was ailing him, those around him ultimately figured out to slow down.

We went for many rides and walks, and sat and ate Chinese takeaways in hospital gardens. Tim
made exquisite origami that he would sometimes give to other clients in various facilities, and
we also clumsily tried to do the complicated folds and patterns.

Fundamentally, we began to truly listen to each other, to see our connections to each other and
not our expectations of each other, and to believe in each other's ability to make good
decisions.

When I look at the inspired name of Tim's walk, I see that we took everyday steps to heal. I
thank him for bringing that healing to all our lives.

So, if you're reading this and you've got a young person at home who is struggling with identity,
belonging and everything else young people struggle with both emotionally and physically,
maybe think about going for a walk.

Just see if you can get yourselves out of the house, or the car and just walk around the block or
the council park. In awkward silence, or in laughter, or anything else that's meant to happen.
But whatever you do – walk slowly, breathe deeply, and be truly together.

And, know that there is a young man in the bush somewhere on Australia's east coast who's
walking too.

Pete Shmigel is a former senior Liberal Party adviser and currently with Crosby Textor.
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Tim Shmigel at the time of hospitalisation.


